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Human BINGO

✔ Ice Breaker ✔ Easy
✔ Team Building Moderately Challenging

Trust Building Challenging
Relationship Building........................ Small Group
Active/High Energy ✔ Large Group (or Multiple Small Groups)  ...
Crafty ✔ Competitive
Outdoor only ✔ Cooperative
Large space (like gym)

Minimum # of people: A minimum of 8 people

Time required: 10-20+ minutes (flexible-can play multiple rounds, full card, just one line)

Materials required:
• Human BINGO cards – can be created online at www.print-bingo.com   Very easy to

create, and works well if you take the interests listed on the Amigos’ applications and
then input into the form to create your own Bingo cards.  (A good job for a student
leader).

• pencils

Activity description:
1. give each student a Human bingo card
2. Have each student approach other students in the room and

• Introduce themselves by making eye contact, smiling and saying “Hello, my name is
____, what is your name?”

• Ask if the person they are talking to fits the description found on one of the squares
of their BINGO card. Ex. “Do you like dogs?” If they do, get that person to sign their
name in the square, if not say “thank-you” and move on to another person.

3. Continue talking to people and asking them if they fit the descriptions on their card.
4. When someone completes a line or the full card they shout ‘bingo’ and are declared the

winner.

* Can be used as a small group team builder by having Amigo pairs working together as a team,
against other Amigo pairs.

Modifications:
This activity can be very easily modified for students with a range of abilities.

• Mobility – make sure there is enough room between desks for a wheelchair or walker to
move with ease realizing that there will be lots of people moving around.

• Vision –  pair the student with a vision impairment with another student who has sight to
help each other out.  Remind the sighted student that they are to help with reading the
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card and navigating through people if necessary, but to let the student with the vision
impairment participate as fully as they can by also introducing themselves and asking
questions.  It is good if all the squares on the card can be read before starting so the
student has some choice in what question to ask.

• Hearing –  Remind the students at the beginning of the game that they will need to
answer questions with a visual nod or shake of the head as well as looking at the
student with the hearing impairment and saying “yes’ or “no” clearly so they can read
lips.  This is a great opportunity to teach all of the students to introduce themselves in
sign.

• Speech – the student with the speech impairment may or may not need assistance.  If
they do, pair them with a student who can help ask questions.  Other body language or
signing may be used to help communicate.  If the student is unable to speak or sign, you
can encourage them to make eye contact or smile when greeting.

• Comprehension – pair the student with an Amigo to help as needed, some of the
following may be helpful suggestions, remember to encourage the student to participate
as fully as they are able.  Remind the group to ask ALL students questions about
themselves.

o Prompting – the helper can give cues and reminders as to when to introduce
themselves, ask a question, tell their name.

o Giving choices – the helper can assign a question to each of their hands.  Ex.
“should we ask this person if their favourite colour is red (hold out your right
hand, which becomes the red choice) or should we ask if their favourite food is
pizza (hold out your left hand, which now becomes the pizza choice)?  The
student can point to which hand they want.

o Knowing some of the students interests – to help them to answer “yes” or “no”
to any questions that they may be asked.


